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MEET EWAN McDONALD
Ewan is a 4th generation farmer from Northern
Victoria near Rochester. He comes from a family
with a proud tradition of serving its community.

PRACTICAL POLICIES
TO TAKE BACK VICTORIA
•	Integration over segregation and stop
Islamisation

Married with six children, Ewan is concerned
they are growing up in a far more hostile
environment than the one previous generations
enjoyed. Big government, high taxes, growing
public debt, over-regulation, increasing cost
of living, political correctness, and the growth
of anti-freedom ideologies like Islam, are
impacting on our Australian way of life.

•	Put the Force back into Victoria Police Stop the SOD

Ewan has a wide breadth of knowledge on the
issues affecting rural and regional communities.
He is concerned with the way extreme green
ideology is influencing irrigation water policy
and energy policy. Unfounded alarmist
claims regarding environmental degradation
are driving water policy to the detriment of
irrigators.

•	Education not indoctrination

Alarmist and irrational concerns regarding
climate change are by far the largest factor in
Victoria having some of the most expensive
electricity in the world.
The impact on freedom of speech from political
correctness and government appeasement to
noisy minority groups is of great concern to
Ewan. He is convinced that ALA is the only party
contesting this state election with a priority to
regain and preserve freedom of speech for all
Victorians.

•	Establish a voluntary police reserve
•	No bail for violent repeat offenders
•	Power Victoria with affordable reliable
clean energy
•	Stop gender identity programs
•	Panic buttons in schools
•	Police school marshals in violent hot spots
•	Clean out corrupt local councils
•	Reduce red and green tape on farming
activities
•	Support sensible reforms to Victoria’s
draconian firearm laws
•	Retain irrigation water for productive use
in agriculture
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